Abstract-Many of the simulations reported in wireless networking literature contain several abstractions at the physical layer and the corresponding channel models. In particular, the basic simulation unit assumed in such simulations is the frame (or packet), which omits considerations of the signal processing details at the physical layer, such as frame construction and reception. Due to this abstraction, available channel models for network simulators are applied to frames as a whole and cannot reflect properly the effects of fast fading or frequencyselective channels. Moreover, it is not possible to study the mechanisms of the physical layer and their impact on higher layers such as the MAC. Therefore, we propose to address the lack of accurate physical layer representation in modern network simulators by incorporating a physical layer emulator for OFDM-based IEEE 802.11 communications into the popular NS-3 simulator. In this paper, we outline the architecture of the physical layer emulator and present initial results which highlight the promise of the new architecture in providing more detailed simulations to the networking community. The additional memory and computational requirements of the new model are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simulation has proved to be an invaluable tool for the networking community, supporting the controlled assessment of the impacts of wireless environments on existing communication mechanisms and the evaluation of solutions to emerging issues. At present, most popular networking simulators include certain basic abstractions in their physical layer implementations as well as the accompanying channel models. Thereby, they make a particular selection in the trade-off between simulation time and accuracy. Specifically, modern simulators such as NS-3 [1] and QualNet [2] contain a fairly accurate representation of the layers above and including the MAC, but abstract significantly the physical layer and the channel.
Notably, the smallest simulation unit considered in such simulators is the packet standing for a collection of bits. The collection is treated as an inseparable unit and does not allow the characterisation of individual bits as erroneous, i.e. the frame is received in its entirety or not at all. However, in much of the physical layer simulation and channel modeling literature, individual bits are treated separately and the smallest unit employed is generally the time sample, i.e. a complex representation of the produced signal at the sender.
Due to the aforementioned collective consideration of frame bits, the corresponding channel models are statistical abstractions that apply to the frame as a whole. Similarly, the signal reception characteristics of a frame are expressed only in terms of the average received signal strengths and average signal-tointerference-noise ratios (SINR). Yet, the computation of the SINR is based on the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel model and assumes that amplitudes of interfering signals are gaussian distributed -an assumption which is not inherently valid in real systems. Intuitively, a more detailed representation of a frame, in terms of bits and complex time samples, allows not only the application of more accurate channel models but also, since an implementation of a real receiver in software is used, the study of different low-level receiver techniques and their impact on higher layers of the stack -studies that are not possible with current network simulators.
Recently, several research efforts have focused on these issues, e.g. Judd et. al [3] , Tan et. al [4] and others [5] , [6] . While [3] suggests a wireless channel emulator which connects real IEEE 802.11-based systems in order to enable controlled and repeatable wireless experiments, the authors of [4] , [5] , [6] present several software defined radio platforms to support a flexible development of communication systems and to provide the ability to adjust and test lower layer techniques rapidly. However, their work emulates either the wireless channel or the physical layer -but not both at the same time -and are either expensive or difficult to use for network studies with more than a few nodes, especially when nodes shall be mobile. In addition, the work in [3] supports only the 2.4 GHz frequency band and is therefore not applicable for communication systems operating at 5 GHz. We therefore propose to 1) combine both approaches in order to provide a joint emulation of the wireless channel and the IEEE 802.11 physical layer chipsets for pure OFDM-based communication at any carrier frequency and 2) to validate the approach at a microscopic level with only a few nodes before scaling it up to a full network.
Admittedly, the use of the packet as a basic simulation unit leads to reduced computational requirements as compared to the time sample case, where a detailed (and thus computationally intensive) imitation of a receiver and sender need to be employed. Nonetheless, the resulting high level of simulation accuracy may be desirable and even necessary for certain applications and studies; for instance, consider the requirements of safety-related research on the topic of intervehicle communications, where it is mandatory to determine precisely the circumstances under which a vehicle can successfully receive a frame or not.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II outlines the evolution of IEEE 802.11 physical layer models in popular network simulators. Section III begins with an overview of the architecture of our physical layer emulator implementation, highlights the transition from packet to signal level and provides a detailed description of the frame construction, wireless channel and frame reception process. Section IV then contrasts the integrated physical layer emulator in NS-3 with the traditional simulation mechanisms through a particular simulation scenario. Concluding remarks and a plan for future work are included in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The accuracy in models for the physical layer of wireless communication networks has considerably improved in recent years and evolved from simple frame reception and deterministic radio propagation models towards models which account for cumulative noise and interference, varying signal propagation conditions and advanced transceiver features such as frame capture. For instance, consider that the widely used NS-2 [7] simulator initially utilized a simple carrier sense and reception threshold concept. This basic approach assumes an incoming frame relevant for upper layers (e.g. for MAC) only if its received signal strength is above a configurable carrier sense threshold; otherwise, it is ignored. Similarly, a frame is considered to be received successfully as long as there is no interference present and the received signal strength is greater than a given reception threshold. In order to overcome those simplifications and increase accuracy, Chen et. al proposed an improved IEEE 802.11 simulation model to account for cumulative noise and interference at a receiver [8] . Their improvement keeps track of the incoming frames at each receiver and computes the minimum signal to interferencenoise-ratio (SINR) observed for each frame. A comparison of the observed SINR values (of each frame) with modulation and coding specific reception thresholds then yields the decision whether a frame can be received or not. By using this method and adjusting the SINR thresholds, e.g. based on empirical results, it is possible to approximate the behavior of rather simple or sophisticated receivers.
A similar approach to [8] has been proposed and extended by [9] and [10] in order to address frame capture capabilities and to distinguish between frame preamble/header and body in both NS-2 or QualNet [2]. With frame capture it is possible to account for advanced receiver technologies which provide the ability to synchronize to a new incoming frame even if a different frame is already being decoded. These models have also been ported to other popular simulators, such as OMNeT++ [11] and NS-3 [1] as well as to impulse-radio ultrawide band communication simulations [12] .
Besides SINR-based reception models, the NS-3 [1] , Jist/SWANS [13] and GloMoSim [14] simulators provide support for reception decisions based on bit-error rate (BER) computations. While SINR-based models neglect the length of a frame, BER-based reception models consider the SINR of the frame, derive a corresponding BER analytically and Fig. 1 . Architecture of the physical layer emulation within NS-3. First the frame is transformed into a sequence of bits (1). After modulation (2) the bits are encoded into a sequence of complex time domain samples, which wireless channel models will operate on. After demodulation (3) we consider the bits derived from the time samples. When all processing is finished (4), a comparison of transmitted and received bits yields whether the frame was received successfully or not.
calculate the frame error rate by an upscale of the single BER to the whole frame length. An overview and in-depth explanation of analytical BER models and computations can be found in [15] or [16] .
In short, the packet (or frame) is the smallest bitrepresenting entity in modern network simulators, even when considering physical layer functions. Consequently, effects on lower layers, such as the wireless channel, or transceiver related phenomena will always impact the whole frame. For instance, when a frame is transmitted, oscillator and finegrained transmit power control issues are neglected and one single and fixed transmit power is assumed during the whole transmission process. Similarly, radio propagation conditions are assumed to be non-varying during the reception of a frame, i.e. the received signal strength is static. As a result, frequencyand time-selective characteristics are difficult, if at all possible, to model, and, further, it is impossible to examine their impact on receiver synchronization and equalization techniques. From a physical layer research perspective, the existing approaches are therefore quite abstract and overly simplistic.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper, we propose the integration of a physical layer emulator into NS-3 in order to improve the accuracy of the IEEE 802.11 physical layer and the underlying channel models. The integration requires no changes in the upper layers, such as the MAC, and can be used as a "drop-in" alternative to existing PHY implementations. Figure 1 provides an overview of our modular implementation and outlines the various IEEE 802.11 physical layer mechanisms used in OFDM-based communication, as defined in the a, g amendments and the IEEE 802.11p draft for wireless access in vehicular networks. The legacy direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) modes and the infrared communication provisions of the standard are not considered in our work. The implementation makes extensive use of the open source IT++ mathematical and signal processing library [17] , which provides several convenient data structures and functions including out-of-the-box provisions for signal processing and channel modeling techniques. The library itself has been widely used in physical layer research, is actively maintained and considered mature.
From a physical layer perspective, an IEEE 802.11 frame for OFDM-based communication is divided into three functionally different sections: a preamble, a signal header and the data unit section with the actual payload. Figure 2 shows the overall structure of such a frame as well as the objectives of each part. The preamble is precisely defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard and is identical for every frame regardless of transmission mode. It consists of ten repetitions of a short and two of a long training sequence, which are used for signal detection, automatic gain control, diversity selection, timing synchronization as well as channel and frequency offset estimation. After the preamble, there follows a signal header which contains information about the length of the data unit section, the modulation and coding scheme and includes a parity bit to support basic error detection. The last part contains the payload to be transmitted. In the following, we elaborate on the details of the frame construction, the wireless channel and the receiver modeling.
A. Frame Construction
The physical layer emulator mimics the behavior of a real IEEE 802.11 chipset. As illustrated in Figure 1 , it accepts transmission requests from the MAC. Until this point, frames are treated as dummy objects which contain header information from different protocols but no actual payload. So, in order to perform the desired transition from packet to bit level, the physical layer emulator generates a random data bit sequence with a size equal to the length specified in the header of the frame object 1 . Afterwards, the emulator continues as specified in Section 17 of the IEEE 802.11 standard: the data bits are scrambled by the Scrambler which prevents long sequences of 0s or 1s, the Convolutional Encoder adds redundancy to enable error correction and the Block Interleaver ensures that long runs of low reliability bits are avoided. In addition, the Block Interleaver divides the bitstream into equally sized blocks, which later end up in the OFDM symbols to be transmitted. Then, the OFDM Modulator modulates the bits of each block using either phase-shift keying (BPSK or QPSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM or 64-QAM), inserts pilot symbols in four of the 52 sub-carriers to support channel tracking in the receiver and performs the final OFDM Fig. 3 .
Transformation of a bit sequence into complex time domain samples during the construction of an IEEE 802.11 frame for OFDM-based communication. Fig. 4 . The four events of the reception process: when the first sample of the frame arrives, the frame is added to the Interference Manager (1 st event). After the duration of the preamble (2 nd event), the emulator checks whether signal detection and synchronization was successful. If so, signal header decoding is performed (3 rd event). If that is also successful, the detected frame length and data rate are used to decode the data symbols and to decide whether all symbols could be decoded successfully as well (4 th event).
modulation per block -transformations that result in a sequence of complex time domain samples. Figure 3 depicts the aforementioned transformation from bit level to time domain samples. A similar process is also applied to the signal header of the frame with the special condition that bit scrambling is omitted and BPSK modulation is applied regardless of the transmission mode.
To ensure that frame construction adheres to the specification of the standard, we have carefully verified that the time samples generated by the emulator match the example provided in Annex G of the IEEE 802.11 standard [18] .
B. Channel Modeling
Once the frame has been generated, the sequence of complex time domain samples is passed on to the wireless channel module which allows chaining several propagation loss models such that the output of one model serves as input for the next model. Since IT++ provides a large collection of channel models, our implementation supports basic pathloss models such as Friis, Two-Ray Ground and LogDistance, large-and small-scale fading models as well as multi-tap channel models. In particular the latter ones allow the modeling of time and frequency-selective channels. Note that different receivers will experience a different channel response, i.e. for each receiver a copy of the originally transmitted sequence of complex samples is used to compute the response.
C. Receiver Modeling
When all channel effects have been applied, the sequence of complex time samples is passed up to the physical layer again (cf. Figure 1) . There, the overall reception process can be distinguished into three stages (implemented through four events in NS-3), as illustrated in Figure 4 : first, the Interference Manager adds the sequence of complex time samples to its internal list of incoming frames, no matter how strong or weak the frame is. The objective is to keep track of all incoming frames and possible overlaps in order to enable the computation of cumulative signals -including white Gaussian thermal noise. Second, after the duration of the preamble has passed, the receiver tries to achieve signal detection and synchronization, i.e. "lock-on" to the correct time samples in the incoming frame. Typically, signal detection approaches use the repeating pattern in the preamble to achieve this. Our implementation uses the correlation techniques described in [19] for this purpose. Figure 5 shows the behaviour of two different signal detection mechanisms described in that work. High correlation values indicate a high level of confidence that a sample is part of a preamble. In the illustrated example both detection methods (auto-correlation and correlation with the known sequence) identify an incoming frame successfully around the 50 th time sample. In addition to signal detection, the receiver performs coarse and fine frequency offset and channel estimation according to [20] .
If signal detection and synchronization succeeded, the third stage, signal header decoding, is entered and in the end completed with OFDM demodulation, de-interleaving and convolutional decoding (either with soft or hard decision decoding). If the parity bit of the decoded header is correct, the process moves forward to its final stage which lasts until the end of the overall frame reception (cf. Figure 4) . Again, a decision on whether all data symbols can be decoded successfully is made at the end of the stage, however, this time a comparison Fig. 7 . The reception process with its corresponding stages and physical layer states: during preamble detection, the physical layer is still considered to be Idle. If signal detection is successful, the physical layer switches to Sync state and further to Rx if the signal header is decoded successful as well.
of the transmitted bit sequence with the received and decoded bit sequence yields the outcome. It is worth pointing out that the emulator uses the cumulative signals of overlapping frames as well as thermal noise as input for the processing in every stage. Consequently, the decisions have to be made at the end of each stage, otherwise possible interfering signals would be ignored.
D. Physical Layer State Machine
The physical layer emulator and its behaviour is implemented as a state machine with five different states, as illustrated in Figure 6 : Idle, Busy, Transmit, Sync and Rx. The Idle state is maintained if no signal header is successfully decoded and as long as the energy detected at the receiver stays below the CCA threshold (according to IEEE 802.11 [18] Section 17.3.10.5). As soon as the detected energy rises above the CCA threshold (while not having decoded a signal header successfully), the physical layer is marked Busy and the MAC layer is notified in order to block its own transmissions and to support the CSMA mechanism. The detection of a preamble leads to the Sync state and is eventually followed by the Rx state if the corresponding signal header is decoded successfully. When Rx state is active, the MAC is notified again to block its own transmission requests for the duration of the reception. Similarly, the transmission of a frame sets the physical layer in the Transmit state. Figure 7 depicts a typical case of the reception of a single frame and the corresponding states of the physical layer.
With some small additions to the above state machine, the physical layer emulator can also support the frame capture capabilities of modern transceiver chipsets. More precisely, this can be achieved by adding two state transitions from Rx to Sync and from Sync to Sync; these come into effect if the strength of a new incoming signal is sufficiently larger than the energy of the signal that is currently being processed.
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
As a first approach in evaluating the impact of the physical layer emulator in NS-3 we have conducted a series of simulations using both, the plain vanilla and the emulatoraugmented simulator variants. In addition, we have performed microscopic experiments on the CMU network emulator [3] to validate our implementation against real 802.11 OFDMbased communication chipsets, in particular against Atheros AR5212 based devices. The wireless testbed offered by CMU allows us to control the wireless channel in the same way as we do in our simulations and thereby a direct comparison of the emulated and a real physical layer. Fig. 8 . Probability of successful frame reception w.r.t. average SINR when using either the abstract packet-level receiver models of NS-3 or the accurate physical layer emulation. The channel includes pathloss but no fading.
For the evaluation and validation, we measured and compared the probability of successful frame reception w.r.t. SINR when one single node is transmitting frames to a receiver in the absence of any interference. The simulations in NS-3 and the experiments on the CMU wireless testbed were configured according to the values specified in Table I 2 . We first studied the receiver performance in a scenario with non-fading radio propagation conditions, i.e. with a static pathloss only, followed by the consideration of a Rayleigh fading channel with different fading intensities due to different relative node speeds. Please note that due to the abstractions made in the plain NS-3 simulator, parameters such as relative node speed, channel bandwidth and transmission frequency are not used in the corresponding Rayleigh model. All our experiments were repeated 10 times, each run with 1000 frame transmissions. Linear interpolation between pilot sub-carriers, according to [20] Figure 8 shows the observed frame reception ratio w.r.t. SINR for two different data rates and the case when no signal fading is present. As we can see, all curves share a similar slope and the curves by the physical layer emulation in NS-3 and the curves by the CMU wireless testbed show a reasonable match, being only 1 dB apart from each other. Further, the results provided by plain NS-3 are significantly better, in the range of 7-8 dB, than the results provided by the other two approaches. To answer the question whether plain NS-3 provides overly optimistic results, we ran additional simulations of the physical layer emulation variant of NS-3 and discovered that the usage of a frequency offset estimator instead of the linear estimator leads to a performance im-2 Due to space restrictions we show results for 6 MBps and 24 Mpbs only provement of 7 dB. So, we assume that the estimation method used by the Atheros AR5212 chip is less effective than our frequency offset estimation technique.
If Rayleigh fading is considered, along with the pathloss, the slope of the reception curves are not as steep as without fading but still shares a similar gradient, cf. Figure 9 (a) for a datarate of 24 Mbps and a relative node speed of 10 m/sec. It seems as if the vanilla, packet-level variant of NS-3 provides a sufficient amount of accuracy. However, it is important to focus on detail: for Figure 9 (a) we computed the SINR after the channel pathloss had been applied and before Rayleigh fading was added. Thus the computed SINR does not reflect the instantaneous SINR experienced by individual frames. If we plot the reception ratios w.r.t. the instantaneous SINR instead, cf. Figure 9 (b), we can see that there is a significant difference between the packet-level variant and the physical layer emulation. Further, the packet-level variant of NS-3 is not able to distinguish between different fading intensities.
The above simulations also provide some insight into the additional memory and computational requirements involved in the adoption of the emulator in NS-3. The memory overheads are mostly due to the fact that each frame is associated with an array of time samples as produced by the sender. The size of this array varies depending on the frame size and the data rate used, but it includes at a minimum (for a single OFDM symbol of payload) 480 complex values or approximately an additional 960 bytes to the minimum 36 bytes frame representation of NS-3 (no payload and only minimal 802.11 MAC headers). Figure 10 further shows the additional computational effort required by the physical layer emulation (with one sender/receiver, a 6 Mbps worst case scenario w.r.t. performance, different frame sizes and channel conditions) -in comparison to a baseline simulation of a non-fading scenario using the vanilla NS-3 variant. As illustrated, the effort increases by a factor between 330 and 159 275 when using the physical layer emulation, depending on the frame size and whether a pathloss only, a slow-or a fast-fading channel is simulated. In particular the accurate implementation of a fast-fading channel with its huge number of required and to be generated random variates leads to a huge slow-down. Since our objective is an increased accuracy of the physical layer model by operating on complex time samples instead of working on frames as a whole, the performance optimization options are rather limited and can be categorized as follows: 1) optimization of a single frame construction and reception process by the usage of optimized signal processing algorithms, e.g. a parallel implementation of the (I)FFT or a lookup-table based convolutional encoder/decoder, and 2) optimization due to the networking aspect which would allow simultaneous receptions of different nodes to be processed in parallel. For both options, specialized math libraries such as the Intel Math Kernel Library and the AMD Core Math Library or emerging techniques such as General Purpose Computation on Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU), e.g. based on NVIDIA CUDA or OpenCL, with up to hundreds of processing units on a single graphics chipset could provide a significant speedup.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In view of improving accuracy in widely used simulation tools, we have designed and implemented a physical layer emulator, which we integrated with the NS-3 simulator. The new hybrid simulator/emulator design adopts as the most fundamental simulation unit the signal time sample, which allows for the deployment of very detailed channel models as well as the creation of simulated transceivers that closely mirror the workings of their real hardware counterparts. We highlight the potential of the new simulator with a simple scenario and compare its computational and memory overhead to the traditional NS-3 model.
In the future we plan to implement additional state-of-the art channel estimation techniques and channel models as these appear in the literature. Since the adoption of the emulator implies no loss of generality in the simulator we expect it to be used for various other network research purposes.
